Evolution of the DNA invertase Gin of phage Mu and related site-specific recombination proteins.
The relationship between site-specific recombination enzymes has been studied by computer analysis of nucleotide and amino acid sequences. A phylogenetic tree for two types of these enzymes has been constructed. DNA resolvases of Tn3-related transposable elements and DNA invertases form a superfamily which can be divided into four families of resolvases and one family of invertases comprising the Gin, Cin, Pin and Hin proteins. The DNA invertase genes descend from the tnpR branch that is represented by Tn917. Although TnpR 917 and Gin are almost 50% identical in their amino acid sequence, no gin-complementing activity of Tn917 could be measured. Within the family of DNA invertases, Gin and Pin are the closest relatives. The degree of sequence relatedness of the various invertases compared to Gin correlates with the biological relatedness tested in a gin complementation assay. A relationship between the inversion enzymes FimB and FimE and the super-family of site-specific recombinases could not be detected by these methods.